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Competing rail plans likely to wind up on same track
Crain's Detroit Business - Detroit,MI,USA
said John Hertel, CEO of Detroit Regional Mass Transit. The privately funded Woodward route,
known as The Regional Area Initial Link, would be a 3.4 mile ...
See all stories on this topic

State sets stage for carpool test
Detroit Free Press - United States
The point is to give carpoolers, ride-sharers and mass-transit riders a faster drive and encourage
more commuters to abandon commuting alone. ...
See all stories on this topic

Congress returns for lame-duck session on economy
Austin American-Statesman - Austin,TX,USA
Reid, D-Nev., said he would tee up the session with debate on a bill to provide $25 billion in emergency
loans to help the Detroit Three automakers — GM, ...
See all stories on this topic

Cockrel aims for balanced budget, stable finances
Crain's Detroit Business - Detroit,MI,USA
He sees the problems in Detroit and Southeast Michigan as small versions of the large issues facing
President-elect Barack Obama next year. ...
See all stories on this topic

Nowhere to go but up?
Crain's Detroit Business - Detroit,MI,USA
Lack of a vibrant center city (57 percent) and lack of regional mass transit aside from buses (53
percent) also were listed. Respondents were split on the ...
See all stories on this topic

How to Kick Our Oil Addiction Despite Plunging Oil Prices
Wall Street Journal Blogs - New York,NY,USA
Use any Detroit bailout to increase federal fuel-efficiency standards. According to a study by the
James A. Baker III Institute for Public Policy, ...
See all stories on this topic

My Turn: Reconsider car culture
BurlingtonFreePress.com - Burlington,VT,USA
Let's fund light rail transportation vehicles, efficient buses and high-speed rail. Let's rebuild our
infrastructure to accommodate these improved modes of ...
See all stories on this topic
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Detroit: To rescue, or not to rescue, that is the question
By Joel Gay
Lots of people are thinking about whether Detroit is worth saving, and if so, how Congress and
President-elect Barack Obama should proceed. Here are some of them:Three top-notch ideas were in
The New York Times on Sunday, including one ...
New Mexico Independent - http://newmexicoindependent.com/

GM Must Remake the Mass Transit System It Murdered
By MAG(MAG)
FDR forced Detroit to manufacture the tanks, planes and guns that won World War 2 (try buying a
1944 Chevrolet!). Now let a reinvented GM make the "weapons" to win the climate war and energy
independence. ...
Marco A Garcia - http://marcoagarcia.blogspot.com/

General Motors Bailout
By John Addison(Neal Dikeman)
$25 billion invested in public transportation would create over one million new jobs in the United
States. The America Public Transportation Association has learned that every $1 billion invested in
public transit capital projects ...
Cleantech Blog - http://www.cleantechblog.com/

HB 6114 Passes Michigan House of Representatives - Onto the Senate!
By David Worthams
GM2 believes Michigan can also gain thousands of good jobs and billions in new commercial and
residential development by building and expanding public transit systems - buses, light rail and
commuter rail lines - in regions across the ...
Get Michigan Moving - http://www.mml.org/blog/

Bail Out GM?
By Nader Enthusiast(Nader Enthusiast)
But GM lost $65 million in 1921. So Sloan enlisted Standard Oil (now Exxon), Philips Petroleum, glass
and rubber companies and an army of financiers and politicians to kill mass transit. FDR forced
Detroit to manufacture the tanks, ...
Flimsy Sanity - http://flimsysanity.blogspot.com/
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